See diagnostics in a new way:
The high-end genome analysis with the most comprehensive medical report
Key benefits of whole genome sequencing (WGS)

➢ One single test provides comprehensive insights into genetic information in exons, introns, non-coding and regulatory regions
➢ Reliable and accurate sequencing with state-of-the-art Illumina next-generation technology
➢ A single analysis with the highest sensitivity
➢ Continuous workflow optimization, resulting in progressive time and cost savings

Key applications of CentoGenome®

WGS opens the door to greater research and diagnostic power for complex genetic diseases:
➢ Severe intellectual disability
➢ Cancer, specifically somatic tumor mutations

CentoGenome® – Highest competency in WGS data interpretation

CENTOGENE, the pioneer in WGS data interpretation offers you the best clinical reporting service available:
➢ Validated by highly experienced medical experts
➢ Detailed assessment of clinical data
➢ Clear clinical diagnostic report
➢ Rapid turnaround time of < 20 working days

CentoGenome® brings you conclusive genome analysis service at a competitive price. It is an unparalleled approach to diagnose genetically complex diseases with a high level of certainty.
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